Step By Step
Guide How To
Get Started With
Cloud Token
Wallet App
HOW TO EARN ~6% - 10% A MONTH FOR HODLING CRYPTO IN THIS
WALLET PAID OUT TO YOU ON A DAILY BASIS

Welcome to CLOUD TOKEN family!
This Step-By-Step guide will help you get started with Cloud Token
and earn about ~10% a month on your crypto you hold in the wallet
coming to you daily.
Cloud Token is a decentralized digital wallet integrating many
digital assets into one wallet app. It’s adopted the latest 4.0
generation blockchain technology (https://www.aurae.io/) which
has the ability to execute encrypted trading and payment using
inter blockchain technology and it’s one of the fastest Blockchains
in the world.
At the heart of Cloud Token is their high frequency quantitative
artificial intelligence trading technology software engine called
JARVIS AI powered by VAROOM (Velocity & Acceleration
Realistically Operating On Money). Jarvis bot trades on 32+ insured
exchanges, over 50 accounts, including 4 accounts on Binance. The
trading volume on just one of the Binance accounts in the month of
June reached over 140,000 BTC. The bots are maintained by a
professional group of technical analyst traders who analyze the
markets 24/7 and oversee the bot operations. They also
implements real time multi transaction platform activity of buying
low and selling high arbitrage strategy.
Cloud Token pays the rewards of this trading activity on a daily
basis in their utility token CTO, which amounts to about ~0.2% 0.3% a day in profits for the user. As the coin is likely to go up in
value this payout means that users will essentially get more than
10% a month payout if they HOLD the tokens and don’t sell them
right away.
Cloud Tokens can be converted to Ethereum within the app itself
and the profits can be withdrawn right away. To get started you
simply put Bitcoin (BTC) or any other cryptocurrency supported by
Cloud Token wallet app into the JARVIS AI project and you start to
earn Cloud tokens daily.
You will be able to spend Cloud Token (CTO) and purchase
discounted flight tickets, hotels, car rentals as well as top up your
debit card and withdraw from ATM fiat currency or buy something
like with any other Mastercard or VISA.

The technical team of the trading technology and Cloud Token app
development and blockchain development was done by award
winning team from Singapore led by Ronald Aai, who is also Chief
Technical Officer of Bit Beta System (bbeta.io) and aurae.io – 4th
generation blockchain technology developers. They spent about 3
months to create the first version of the wallet.
Ronald is the world’s top technical engineer, he was also in the past
technical director of large well-known companies like IBM and
Samsung. He successfully built several Internet businesses in his
early career and has been developing new technologies for social
media, payment, mobile wallets, mobile phones, telco systems, IOT
solutions and blockchain technology.
Leading Strategic investor is Sheng Zhao, Chinese American and cofounder of World Blockchain Forum, the initiator of New York
World Blockchain Conference, creator of stable coin DUSD backed
by $10 billion dollars.
The funds are liquid at all times and you can withdraw it at any time
via ETH or through dedicated debit card, There are no lock up
periods, no contracts, no membership to buy, no packages to buy,
no monthly fees. You simply deposit crypto in this wallet and
activate Jarvis Ai project with a minimum of $550+ worth of crypto.
There is a huge opportunity to earn the tokens while they are
cheap. The value of Cloud Token could go up by 10 - 20 times in the
next 12-24 months. You can be rewarded very lucratively for
sharing the Cloud Token opportunity with others!

Step 1 – Download The Cloud Token App To Your Smartphone
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1. Download the Cloud Token wallet on the official website
https://cloudtokenwallet.com/

IF YOU USE ANDROID: Download the app from the official Google
Play Store or download .apk file and go to the settings and ensure that
you can install apps from unknown sources. You will see a message pop
up that will prompt you to go to the settings and approve the
installation if you download direct .apk file.

IF YOU USE IPHONE IOS: Download the app from the App Store.
You will need to update the app from time to time when new updates
are available.
2. Click on Create Account

3. Enter the referral code that you see on the Getting Started page of Cloud Token System or that you
were given by your referring affiliate and click on Proceed.
4. Enter your login password (Can be numbers and letters, lowercase and uppercase)
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5. Enter your payment PIN (must be 6 digits long)
6. Please write down carefully on a piece of paper your 12 mnemonic words, this if your
private key, entered in the right sequence will provide anyone access to your funds so please
make sure to store it in a very secure place and don’t let anyone access to it! Also it can be
used to restore your funds and your account in case you lose your phone or forget your login
password.
7. Please put the 12 words in the correct order.
8. Make a screenshot of your 16 digits ID of the account, your login password and your PIN
code and store it in a secure place. Click on LOGIN into your account.
9. Make sure to go to settings -> Google Authenticator, and bind your Google
Authenticator app to Cloud Token wallet, you can download it from the Google Play Store or
app store and make sure to SAVE your key in case you lose your phone with the Google
Authenticator app in it. You will use your Google Authenticator app when you make
withdrawals or financial transactions in Cloud Token.
NOTE: Your 16 digits is the number of your credit card that will be sent to you if you request
one!
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Step 2 – Transfer Crypto To Your Wallet & Activate Jarvis AI
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1. Choose to deposit any of the 7 cryptocurrencies that are currently supported by Cloud
Token (BTC, ETH, USDT, TUSD, LTC, BCH, DOGE) ** In future more than 50 cryptos will
be supported!
2. and 3. Click on Deposit and copy the BTC address and transfer Bitcoin there from your
wallet or your crypto exchange.
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*** NOTE – In order to activate the Jarvis software and participate in the rewards
program you need to deposit a minimum of $500 worth of cryptocurrency (BTC, ETH,
USDT or TUSD)
4. Now you should see your Bitcoin or crypto deposited into your wallet.
5. Click On Projects
6. Click on JARVIS AI – this is the artificial intelligence software that they use to earn
Bitcoin and crypto through high frequency trading and arbitrage.

Step 2 – Transfer Crypto To Your Wallet & Activate Jarvis AI
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7. Agree to the terms of service and click on ‘Projects’
8. Choose BTC (or ETH, TUSD, USDT, LTC, DOGE, BCH or other crypto supported by the
Cloud Token wallet) and click on it, click on “MAX” or the amount of BTC you want to
activate with the software and click on PROCEED. NOTE** If you have an error code
‘invalid hash value’ make sure to switch the phone system language to ENGLISH in the
settings. If you have any other error, make sure you enter correct amount and leave
enough funds for a transaction fee.
9. Your participation request submitted and soon it will be available once the
transaction will clarify on blockchain
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10. The transaction is still showing pending in the wallet (Can take up to few hours max)
11. The transaction is now cleared and your project Jarvis software was activated
12. You can see now under Projects that it is showing
** NOTE – Deposit an amount that is greater than $500, if you are going to go with the
minimum, because with the fluctuations of the market if you deposit exactly $500 and
the coin will go down in value and it will be only $490, you won’t receive the rewards
and commissions. If you decide to deactivate the JARVIS AI software and withdraw back
your crypto then the following fees apply – 10% fee within 30 days and zero fees after
30 days.

Step 3 – Earn CTO Tokens, Convert To ETH, Withdraw Or Compound
1. In 24-48 hours you will receive your first reward of CTO tokens. It’s going to depend on
the profitability of the software and the current price of BTC as well as CTO. Currently it’s
about 0.3% daily profits. You will be able to withdraw the CTO tokens, Transfer them to
another wallet or Convert them to ETH.
2. Choose the amount of CTO that you want to convert to ETH and click on Convert. Fees
apply - 0.5% from the transaction size paid in CTO.
3. I recommend that you don’t convert your CTO tokens for ETH to withdraw it because the
project is in beginning stages and the value of CTO is likely to go up in the coming months.
I’d keep the coins in CTO for now, but you can choose to do whatever is best for you based
on your judgement, risk tolerance and needs.
I recommend to withdraw in profits your initial deposit as soon as you can so that you
realize the rest of the profits with ZERO risk! You can sell your CTO at milestones as the price
goes up. You will be able to withdraw also to credit card soon!
4. When you convert CTO to ETH you can then add the ETH to the holdings in the Jarvis and
COMPOUND your profits! This can be also very powerful! That’s why depositing ETH is best
for Jarvis, but I think they will allow to convert CTO to BTC soon within the app.
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Step 4 – Promote Cloud Token and Earn More CTO Tokens
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1. Click on Levels and you will see Performance and My Partners
2. Performance is updated every 24 hours and it will show the total team volume of your
referral network.
3. My Partners will show you 3 levels deep your direct referrals and their referrals and the
amounts that they deposited into the Jarvis AI software.
Cloud Token project rewards you very lucratively for sharing the Cloud Token wallet and
opportunity with others so they can activate their JARVIS AI Software.
Detailed video explaining how the rewards program works:
https://cloudtokensystem.com/compensation-plan/

Here is how it works. For every person that you personally directly refer
and put at least $500 worth of crypto into the JARVIS AI you will get
paid 100% matching reward that he earns! For example if he deposits
$10,000 worth of crypto and earns $1,000/month in Cloud Token, you
will also earn $1,000/month in CLOUD token on a daily basis!
Refer 100 people and each deposit $1,000 worth of crypto, you will be
earning $100 * 100 = $10,000/month in passive income!
But it doesn’t stop there. The rewards plan goes beyond the first level
and into Unilevel of 21 levels deep that you qualify for all 21 levels if
you personally refer 16 people yourself.
For levels 2 you will earn an additional 50% matching bonus, and level
3-21 and below you will earn 5% matching bonus or 0.5% of their
depos

